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We investigate the influence of time-delayed coupling in a ring network of non-locally coupled
Stuart-Landau oscillators upon chimera states, i.e., space-time patterns with coexisting partially
coherent and partially incoherent domains. We focus on amplitude chimeras which exhibit inco-
herent behavior with respect to the amplitude rather than the phase and are transient patterns,
and show that their lifetime can be significantly enhanced by coupling delay. To characterize their
transition to phase-lag synchronization (coherent traveling waves) and other coherent structures,
we generalize the Kuramoto order parameter. Contrasting the results for instantaneous coupling
with those for constant coupling delay, for time-varying delay, and for distributed-delay coupling,
we demonstrate that the lifetime of amplitude chimera states and related partially incoherent states
can be controlled, i.e., deliberately reduced or increased, depending upon the type of coupling delay.
PACS numbers: 05.45.Xt, 02.30.Ks
I. INTRODUCTION
A chimera state is a non-trivial partial synchroniza-
tion state arising spontaneously in networks of identi-
cal oscillators [1, 2]. Its dynamics is characterized by
a spatio-temporal pattern that consists of two or more
spatially separated domains of synchronous (coherent)
and asynchronous (incoherent) behavior, respectively.
Chimera states have first been reported theoretically
in a ring of phase oscillators with symmetric non-local
coupling, where for special initial conditions the spatio-
temporal domains of in-phase synchronized units coexist
with desynchronized domains exhibiting spatially inco-
herent chaotic dynamics [3, 4]. This observation was
unexpected, because the chimera state occurs for the
same parameters at which the fully coherent state is sta-
ble. The discovery of this intriguing bistable phenomenon
initiated a large number of theoretical investigations of
chimera states, including their bifurcation properties [5],
their occurrence in various network topologies [6–11], and
their emergence for a wide range of local oscillatory dy-
namics [2].
The bistability of chimera states and the fully synchro-
nized solution, and the smallness of the basin of attrac-
tion of the chimera states was the main cause for de-
tecting chimera states in real experiments only a decade
after their discovery in numerical simulations [12–14].
Chimera states may as well exist outside of carefully pre-
pared laboratory setups, and are believed to be related
to the unihemispheric sleep of various types of mammals,
birds [15] and humans [16], to epileptic seizure [17], power
grid blackouts [18], social networks [19], and various neu-
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ral networks.
Of particular practical importance is the question of
stability of chimera states under different types of pertur-
bations, e.g., noise, and of their lifetime: are the chimeras
only transient states or are they stable persisting phe-
nomena, and under what conditions can their lifetime be
enhanced or reduced? It has been shown theoretically
for phase oscillators in non-locally coupled ring networks
that chimera states are transients, and their lifetime in-
creases exponentially with the system size as the number
of oscillators increases [20–22], similar to transient chaos
in spatially extended systems [23–25]. Controlling the
lifetime and basin of attraction of chimera states is there-
fore crucial in practical application, and some progress
in this direction has been made only recently [26–28].
It is well known that generally time-delayed feedback or
coupling is a powerful method to control the stability in
nonlinear systems [29] and networks [30].
In this paper, we investigate the influence of time delay
on chimera states in delay-coupled oscillator networks,
specifically, the dynamical regimes and the lifetime of am-
plitude chimeras in a ring network of Stuart-Landau os-
cillators with nonlocal time-delayed coupling. Amplitude
chimeras occur in networks with coupled phase and am-
plitude dynamics, and they are distinguished from phase
chimeras and amplitude-mediated chimeras [31] by the
fact that coherence and incoherence occur only with re-
spect to the amplitude of the oscillators while all the ele-
ments of the network oscillate periodically with the same
frequency and correlated phase [32], and they have been
found in Stuart-Landau networks with coupling which
breaks the rotational S1 symmetry. In contrast to clas-
sical chimeras [20] for amplitude chimeras the transient
time decreases and saturates for large system size [27].
In Section II we introduce the model equations and
describe the characteristics of the occurring amplitude
chimera states and the related chimera death steady
states, which have recently been discovered [32, 33]. In
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2Section III we generalize the global Kuramoto order pa-
rameter as a measure to characterize the transient time
of chimera states towards different types of completely
coherent states, in particular, phase-lag synchronization
(traveling wave), and other coherent states with more
complicated waveform structures. In Section IV a de-
tailed analysis of the dynamical regimes and the transient
time of amplitude chimeras is provided in the case of (i)
no delay in the coupling, (ii) constant delay, (iii) deter-
ministic time-varying delay, and (iv) distributed delay in
the coupling. The conclusions are given in Section V.
II. THE MODEL
We investigate non-locally coupled ring networks of N
oscillators with different types of delay in the coupling
introduced via the delay operator D(·). The local dy-
namics of the nodes is described by the Stuart-Landau
oscillator, i.e., the normal form of a supercritical Hopf bi-
furcation [3, 34–40]. The dynamical equations are given
by:
z˙j =
[
λ+ iω − |zj |2
]
zj
+
σ
2P
j+P∑
k=j−P
[Re(D[zk(t)])− Re(zj(t))] , (1)
where zj = xj + iyj ∈ C, λ, ω ∈ R. The variable zj
describes the j-th node (j = 1, 2 . . . N , all indices mod
N), σ is the coupling strength, and P is the number
of coupled neighbors in each direction on a ring. In
polar coordinates, zj = rje
iθj , where rj = |zj | and
θj = arg(zj), the dynamics of the uncoupled system is
given by r˙j = (λ − r2j )rj and θ˙j = ω. For λ > 0, the
uncoupled delay-free system exhibits self-sustained limit
cycle oscillations with radius r0 =
√
λ and frequency ω.
Since in our simulations we fix ω = 2, the period of os-
cillations is T = pi, which we will also refer to as intrin-
sic period. Depending on the type of the delay in the
coupling, the delay operator D could act upon the state
function z(t) in different forms, e.g. D1[z(t)] = z(t − τ)
in the case of constant delay, D2[z(t)] = z(t − τ(t)) for
time-varying delay, with time dependence given by the
function τ(t), or D3[z(t)] =
∞∫
0
G(t′)z(t − t′)dt′ for dis-
tributed delay, where G(t) is a kernel characterizing the
delay distribution. Here we consider coupling only in the
real parts, since this breaks the rotational S1 symmetry
of the system which is a necessary condition for the ex-
istence of nontrivial steady states zj 6= 0 and thus for
oscillation death [41]. Therefore, the symmetry-breaking
form of the interaction between the oscillators induces
a set of inhomogeneous fixed points in addition to the
homogeneous fixed point at the origin rj = 0.
In the instantaneous coupling case D0[z(t)] = z(t), the
system Eq.(1) exhibits various dynamical regimes due to
the interplay of the symmetry-breaking coupling between
FIG. 1: (Color online) (a,b) Initial condition (t ≤ 0) used in
the simulations: Snapshot of amplitude chimera state yj =
Im(zj) (panel a) and phase portrait in the complex z-plane
(panel b) for P = 1, σ = 14, τ = 0. (c,d) Space-time plot of
yj = Im(zj) showing the collapse of initial amplitude chimera
towards in-phase synchronized regime at t ≈ 84 (panel c) and
phase portrait of all oscillators for the time window t ∈ [60, 65]
(panel d) for P = 16, σ = 7, τ = 0. (e,f) Space-time plot of
yj = Im(zj) showing the collapse of initial amplitude chimera
towards 3-cluster chimera death state (panel e) and phase
portrait of all oscillators for the time window t ∈ [60, 90]
(panel f) for P = 31, σ = 9, τ = 0. Other parameters: λ = 1,
ω = 2, N = 100.
the individual oscillators and the nonlocal network topol-
ogy, e.g., multi-cluster oscillation death [42]. In particu-
lar, this system demonstrates chimera behavior with re-
spect to amplitude dynamics, i.e., amplitude chimeras
[32, 33, 43], where one part of the network is oscillat-
ing with spatially coherent amplitude, while the other
displays oscillations with spatially incoherent amplitudes
and centers of mass (Figs. 1a-d). For all parameter val-
ues we choose the same initial condition (Figs. 1a,b)
which is an amplitude chimera for P = 1, σ = 14, and
is constructed by simulating the system starting from
a fully antisymmetric state: the first half of the nodes
3j ∈ (1, ..., N/2) is set to (xj , yj) = (−0.9,−0.9), whereas
the second half j ∈ (N/2 + 1, ..., N) is set to(xj , yj) =
(0.9, 0.9). An important feature of this pattern is that
within its incoherent domain the center of mass of each
oscillator is shifted away from the origin, while the nodes
belonging to the coherent population oscillate around the
origin and with larger amplitude. This becomes par-
ticularly obvious from the phase portrait of amplitude
chimera (Fig. 1d). Another crucial feature of the ampli-
tude chimera is that averaged phase velocities remain the
same for every element of the network, since the phases
are correlated even within the incoherent domain. In
other words, amplitude chimeras demonstrate chimera
behavior exclusively with respect to amplitude dynamics
rather than the phase, in contrast to amplitude-mediated
chimeras, for which both phase and amplitude are in a
chimera state [44, 45]. Amplitude chimera states (Fig.
1c) can appear as long transients, potentially lasting for
hundreds or even thousands of oscillation periods before
a coherent state is reached.
Another chimera pattern observed in system Eq.(1)
shows chimera behavior of steady states and is called
chimera death [32, 33, 43] (Figs. 1e,f). In this regime the
oscillations are quenched in a peculiar way. The popula-
tion of identical elements breaks up into two groups: (i)
spatially coherent inhomogeneous steady state (oscilla-
tion death), where the neighboring nodes of the network
are correlated forming a regular inhomogeneous steady
state, and (ii) spatially incoherent oscillation death,
where the sequence of populated branches of the inhomo-
geneous steady state of neighboring nodes is completely
random (Fig. 1e). The term “coherent/incoherent” in
this case refers to the coherence/incoherence in space,
i.e., spatial correlation, which is different from temporal
coherence (correlations of the temporal dynamics). In-
terestingly, the variation of the coupling range for fixed
coupling strength in system Eq.(1) leads to the formation
of clusters within the coherent domain of chimera death:
with increasing coupling range the number of clusters in
the coherent spatial domain is decreased. A 3-cluster
chimera death is illustrated in Fig. 1e.
III. CHARACTERIZING THE TRANSITION
FROM INCOHERENCE TO COHERENCE
The state of the network at a given time can be quan-
titatively described by introducing a global order param-
eter [20], but also other measures have been suggested
[46]. This is especially important for finding the tran-
sient times of different states. In particular, we con-
sider the transition from partially incoherent states, such
as phase, amplitude or amplitude-mediated chimeras to-
wards various coherent space-time structures, such as in-
phase synchronization, phase-lag synchronization (trav-
eling waves), and more complicated waveforms with dif-
ferent degree of coherence.
We define a snapshot of the network dynamics as a set
of values {z1(t), z2(t), . . . zN (t)} of the variables at a fixed
time t. By examining the distribution of the state vec-
tors zj(t) = |zj | exp(iθj) in the complex z plane, one can
extract the information on the dynamics at a given in-
stant and, in particular, trace the appearance of spatially
coherent structures.
First, we adopt the global Kuramoto order parameter
R0 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1N
N∑
j=1
eiθj
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (2)
as a measure to distinguish between coherent and in-
coherent states of the network, which we refer to as a
zeroth-order mean field parameter in the following. For
complete in-phase synchronization, the phases θj of all
oscillators are constant, leading to R0 = 1; on the other
hand, for complete desynchronization R0 = 0. However,
there are other coherent patterns such as anti-phase clus-
tering (standing waves), where two groups of nodes os-
cillating in anti-phase are separated by elements which
are almost stationary. Such coherent patterns or differ-
ent types of traveling waves cannot be detected by R0
(see Fig.2).
In the case of coherent traveling waves, i.e., constant
phase-lag synchronization (splay state), the phases θj are
not constant, but the phase differences between adjacent
oscillators are constant. To characterize such a network
state, we introduce the first-order mean field parameter
R1 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1N
N∑
j=1
ei∆θj
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (3)
as an extension of the Kuramoto order parameter R0,
where the phase differences between adjacent oscillators
are used instead of the phases θj :
∆θj = θj+1 − θj . (4)
Since for the traveling waves ∆θj ' const, this regime is
characterized by R1 ≈ 1, while R0 in this case cannot be
used as an indicator of coherence (R0 ≈ 0) (see Fig. 2d).
By looking at the snapshots of the phase in the
(θj(t), j) plane at a given time t, one observes that an
in-phase synchronized regime has a constant θ profile,
i.e., a horizontal line (see Fig.2c). On the other hand,
in the ideal case of no fluctuations of the phase differ-
ences, the phase-lag synchronization (traveling wave) is
characterized by an inclined line in the (θj , j) plane, such
that the first derivative dθj/dj is constant (see Fig. 2d
for an example of an imperfect traveling wave). Strictly
speaking, this derivative is taken in the continuum limit
N →∞. In our finite difference case, we have
∆θj
∆j
= ∆θj (5)
since ∆j = (j+1)−j = 1, which motivates the definition
of R1 in Eq. (3).
4FIG. 2: (Color online) Coherent structures in a ring network of N = 100 Stuart-Landau oscillators for σ = 3 and constant
delay τ = pi/2. Upper panels: space-time plots of the variable yj = Im(zj). Lower panels: snapshots of the phase θj at time
t = ts. (a) anti-phase clustering, P = 7, ts = 66. (b) distorted sine-like wave, P = 2, ts = 296.5. (c) zero-lag synchronization,
P = 23, ts = 275. (d) imperfect phase-lag synchronization (traveling wave), P = 7, ts = 959.8. Corresponding mean field
parameters at t = ts: (a) R
0 ≈ 0, R1 = 0.96, R2 = 0.92; (b) R0 = 0.28, R1 = 0.99, R2 = 1.00; (c) R0 = R1 = R2 = 1.00; (d)
R0 ≈ 0, R1 = 0.999, R2 = 1.00. Other parameters: λ = 1, ω = 2.
These coherence measures could be further generalized
to higher orders to describe more complicated waveforms
(e.g., sine-shaped waves and other distorted waveforms)
that may arise after an amplitude chimera collapse (see
Fig. 2b). These distorted waves are also coherent struc-
tures, but their appearance is difficult to detect by the
previously introduced order parameter. Therefore, we
define the second-order mean field parameter:
R2 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1N
N∑
j=1
ei∆
2θj
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (6)
where now the difference of the phase differences is used,
∆2θj = ∆θj+1 −∆θj , (7)
which, according to Eq. (4) can be written as:
∆2θj = θj+2−θj+1−(θj+1−θj) = θj+2−2θj+1+θj . (8)
The second-order mean field parameter R2 = 1 charac-
terizes second order wave-like coherent structures with
constant curvature.
For higher order coherent structures one may define
the n-th order mean field parameter:
Rn =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1N
N∑
j=1
ei∆
nθj
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (9)
with the n-th order forward difference:
∆nθj =
n∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
n
k
)
θj+n−k. (10)
The mean-field parameters Rn defined above can be
used to describe various coherent states of the network
independently of its topology and the fact whether the
nodes are identical or not. The newly introduced order
parameters as a natural extension of the global Kuramoto
order parameter are complementary measures which al-
low us to discriminate between different transient pat-
terns and to determine their lifetime. Their application
is not confined to amplitude dynamics, and they can also
be used to describe various transient phenomena in the
case of phase oscillator networks.
As an example we apply the mean field parameters to
detect the transition from an amplitude chimera state to
coherent dynamics. In Fig. 3 we show the space-time
plots of Im(zj), |zj |, arg(zj), and the time evolution of
R0, R1, R2, and R3 for the Stuart-Landau ring network
of N = 100 units with constant time-delayed coupling.
The initial conditions are chosen as an amplitude chimera
pattern as in Figs. 1a,b. This choice leads to a transient
amplitude chimera state, which collapses towards a co-
herent traveling wave at t ≈ 1280 (Fig. 3) that devel-
ops into a constant phase-lag synchronization pattern at
t > 1500. As discussed above, the zeroth-order param-
eter R0 cannot be used to indicate the collapse of the
chimera, since it shows irregular oscillatory behavior in
time. In contrast, the higher order mean field parameters
R1, R2, . . . , are highly sensitive to transitions from par-
tial incoherence to various coherent wave-like structures,
and provide an appropriate measure of the chimera col-
lapse.
IV. THE IMPACT OF TIME DELAY
In this section, we analyze the lifetime of amplitude
chimeras and the impact of time-delayed coupling on the
network dynamics. To determine the transient time, we
5FIG. 3: (Color online) Space-time plots showing gradual collapse of amplitude chimera towards a phase-lag synchronized regime:
(a) yj = Im(zj); (b) |zj |; (c) θj = arg(zj); (d) Time-series of mean field parameters R0 (solid, black), R1 (dashed, blue), R2
(dotted, red), R3 (dash-dotted, magenta). Parameters: P = 5, σ = 8, τ = pi, λ = 1, ω = 2, N = 100.
use the first-order mean field parameter R1 and employ
the criterion R1 > 0.98 to detect the transition to a co-
herent structure.
A. Instantaneous coupling (τ = 0)
First, for reference we show the map of regimes in
Eq.(1) for instantaneous coupling (τ = 0) in the plane
of coupling range P and coupling strength σ in Fig. 4a.
The two main regions are coherent patterns (SYNC) rep-
resented by in-phase and phase-lag synchronized oscilla-
tions (traveling waves), and chimera death states (CD)
with different number of clusters. In the simulations,
we take a ring of N = 100 Stuart-Landau oscillators
with λ = 1, ω = 2, and integrate the system until
t = 5000 time units. As initial condition for the sim-
ulation we choose a snapshot of an amplitude chimera
state for P = 1 (see Figs. 1a,b).
Fig. 5 depicts the lifetimes of amplitude chimeras in-
dicated by the color code. Panels (a)-(f) correspond to
the respective delay times of of Fig. 4. The black re-
gion marks chimera death states. In panel (a) (τ = 0)
one can see that the lifetime of amplitude chimeras is
significantly larger in the parameter region of low values
of P and large values of the coupling parameter σ than
everywhere else. Nevertheless, the lifetime of amplitude
chimeras does not exceed 800 time units (≈ 255T ) for
the case of instantaneous coupling. This explains why
the amplitude chimera regime is not visible in Fig. 4a
after a simulation time of t = 5000.
Therefore, from the diagrams in Fig. 4a and Fig. 5a
we conclude that without time delay in the coupling, the
initial amplitude chimera state has a relatively short life-
time (at most a few hundred oscillation periods) and col-
lapses into one of two different possible asymptotic states:
asymptotic coherent states, in particular, in-phase syn-
chronized oscillations (Figs. 1c,d), or chimera death
states with several clusters (Figs. 1e,f).
B. Constant time-delay coupling
Including time delay in the coupling changes both the
dynamical regimes of the network and the lifetime of
amplitude chimeras and related partially incoherent pat-
terns. We investigate the states of the network Eq. (1)
for increasing delay values: τ = pi/4; pi/2; pi; 3pi/2; 2pi
6FIG. 4: (Color online) Map of dynamic regimes in a ring-network of N = 100 delay-coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators in the
plane of coupling range P and coupling strength σ for constant values of the time delay: (a) τ = 0; (b) τ = pi/4; (c) τ = pi/2;
(d) τ = pi; (e) τ = 3pi/2; (f) τ = 2pi. Color code: 1-CD: 1-cluster chimera death; 3-CD: 3-cluster chimera death; n-CD: n-cluster
chimera death; SYNC: coherent states (synchronized oscillations, traveling waves, etc.); AC: amplitude chimera and related
incoherent states. Other parameters: λ = 1, ω = 2. Simulation time t = 5000.
FIG. 5: (Color online) Lifetime of amplitude chimeras in the plane of coupling range P and coupling strength σ, corresponding
to Fig. 4. Color code indicates the time of transition from partially incoherent states (amplitude chimera) to coherent states;
the white region denotes amplitude chimeras and related incoherent states living longer than t = 5000, and the black region
shows stable steady states (chimera death states). Other parameters as in Fig. 4.
7FIG. 6: (Color online) Examples of partially incoherent space-
time patterns related to amplitude chimera states for constant
time delay τ = pi in the coupling and integration time t =
5000: (a) Symmetric amplitude chimera, σ = 11, P = 5; (b)
Asymmetric amplitude chimera, σ = 11, P = 4; (c) Partial
amplitude chimera, σ = 13, P = 19; (d) Partial oscillation
death, σ = 15, P = 4. Other parameters: λ = 1, ω = 2,
N = 100.
(Fig. 4b–f, respectively), where the delay times are cho-
sen as integer or non-integer multiples of the intrinsic
period of the system T = pi. The corresponding lifetime
diagrams are shown in Fig. 5b–f, respectively, where the
color code indicates the lifetime of the amplitude chimera
(AC) patterns. Initial conditions in our simulations are
snapshots of amplitude chimeras and the history func-
tion for t < 0 is taken to be constant and equal to the
initial condition at t = 0. The presence of delay in the
coupling significantly prolongs the lifetime of amplitude
chimeras: they continue to exist at t = 5000 for certain
parameter values σ and P (white regions in panels (b)–(f)
of Figs. 4 and 5). Time delay induces various partially
incoherent states related to amplitude chimeras which
are characterized by relatively long lifetimes (Fig. 6).
These spatio-temporal patterns include a typical sym-
metric amplitude chimera with two coherent domains of
the same spatial width oscillating in antiphase, separated
by spatially incoherent regions consisting typically of few
oscillators (Fig. 6a). For other parameters, the am-
plitude chimera pattern can be asymmetric, consisting
of two phase-antiphase coherent domains with different
spatial width (Fig. 6b), or one of the coherent domains
can collapse into an oscillation death state (Fig. 6c), or
the width of coherent oscillating domains can be signifi-
cantly smaller than the oscillation death region (Fig. 6d).
Similar partially incoherent patterns have been found for
other models [47–49].
The amplitude chimera region in Figs. 4 and 5 ap-
pears already for small delay values, replacing the region
of synchronized states for small P and large σ, and shift-
ing towards the intermediate range of σ values as the
FIG. 7: (Color online) Map of dynamic regimes in the plane
of coupling range P and time delay τ for coupling strength
σ = 25. Color code: 1-CD: 1-cluster chimera death; 3-CD: 3-
cluster chimera death; n-CD: n-cluster chimera death. SYNC:
coherent states (synchronized oscillations, traveling waves,
etc.). AC: amplitude chimeras and related partially incoher-
ent states. Other parameters: λ = 1, ω = 2, N = 100.
delay is increased. Gradually, it evolves into an irregular
region positioned around the middle of the σ interval and
the first third of the P interval (P < 20). At the same
time, for increasing τ the in-phase synchronized state ob-
served for small P and large σ is replaced by chimera
death patterns with large number of clusters (red region
in Fig. 4). Amplitude chimera states still exist as the de-
lay time becomes larger, without significantly changing
their position further and exhibiting an occasional sub-
sidiary appearance at low values of σ for different number
of nearest neighbors within the interval P ∈ [2, 20].
This trend of changing the network states by delay can
be better understood by analyzing the dynamical states
in the (P, τ)-plane for different values of the coupling
strength σ. For that purpose, we fix σ at three represen-
tative values, indicated by the horizontal lines in Fig. 4a
(dashed, white line for σ = 5; dotted, red line for σ = 15;
dash-dotted, black line for σ = 25). In Fig. 7 we de-
pict the (P, τ) diagram for σ = 25. It clearly indicates
that the region of synchronized states for low P values
is rapidly replaced by amplitude chimeras for increasing
time delay. Furthermore, amplitude chimeras disappear
at τ ≈ 0.4, and the region of low P values is taken over by
chimera death states with the number of clusters in the
coherent domain exceeding 9. Simultaneously, the region
of 1-cluster chimera death (1-CD) is strongly reduced and
partially replaced by 3-cluster chimera death.
When the coupling between the elements of the net-
work is weaker (σ = 15), the synchronization region for
P < 14 starts to transform into the amplitude chimera
regime already for τ ≈ 0.2 (Fig. 8). For increasing τ ,
amplitude chimeras still exist in this region, being fur-
ther partially replaced by chimera death states with large
number of clusters.
8FIG. 8: (Color online) Same as Fig. 7 for coupling strength
σ = 15.
FIG. 9: (Color online) Lifetime of amplitude chimeras in
the plane of coupling range P and time delay τ for coupling
strength σ = 5. Color code indicates the time of transition
from partially incoherent states (amplitude chimera) to co-
herent states (in-phase synchronization). Other parameters:
λ = 1, ω = 2, N = 100.
To investigate the influence of time-delayed coupling
on the synchronized dynamics, we calculate the lifetime
of amplitude chimera states for σ = 5 in the (P, τ)-plane
(Fig. 9). The transient times towards the synchronized
regime become larger with increasing delay for each P ,
although this enlargement is more rapid for lower values
of P .
The same trend of the lifetime prolongation for the am-
plitude chimera state by time delay is generally found for
other values of coupling strength σ. In panels (a)–(c) of
Fig. 10 we calculate the lifetime of amplitude chimeras in
dependence on time delay for different values of coupling
strength σ = 4, 5, 6, 7. We compare the results obtained
for three values of the coupling range: P = 2, P = 3,
P = 5 (Fig. 10a,b,c, respectively). The lifetime of am-
plitude chimeras generally grows faster when the number
of nearest neighbors in the network P is low (Fig. 10a).
We conclude that by appropriately choosing the values
of time delay one can extend the lifetime of amplitude
chimeras up to a desired value.
In the parameter region where the network dynamics
is represented by amplitude chimera-related states, we
find a peculiar delay-induced pattern of a “breathing”
amplitude chimera, which starts at around t ≈ 4500 and
lasts much longer than the simulation time indicated in
Fig. 11. We investigate the space-time plot of Im(zj),
|zj |, arg(zj) and the temporal development of the global
order parameters R0, . . . R3 for a “breathing” amplitude
chimera pattern with two coherent and two incoherent
domains. The size (spatial width) of the two coherent
domains of the amplitude chimera is changing in time in
a periodic manner (Fig. 11a,b,c). Moreover, these oscil-
lations occur in anti-phase for the two coherent domains,
i.e., when one coherent cluster attains a maximum width,
the other has a minimum, and vice versa. The period-
icity is inherited also in the time evolution of the order
parameters (Fig. 11d). Specifically, we have integrated
the system until t = 20000 time units (≈ 6370T ) and ob-
serve a sustained “breathing” amplitude chimera, with a
breathing period of each coherent domain approximately
equal to 500 time units (≈ 159T ).
The results we have discussed above are obtained for
a special initial condition resulting in the amplitude
chimera pattern with two equally sized spatially coher-
ent regions (symmetric amplitude chimera). However,
increasing the lifetime of amplitude chimeras by intro-
ducing time delay in the coupling is not confined to
these special initial conditions. The effect of an essen-
tial enhancement of the chimera lifetime by time delay
suggests a possibility to design a desired multicluster as
well as asymmetric amplitude chimera states by appro-
priately choosing initial conditions and making these pat-
tern long-lasting by adding delay in the coupling.
As an example, we choose spatially asymmetric ini-
tial conditions (Figs. 12a and 12b). In the absence of
coupling delay, the asymmetric multicluster amplitude
chimera which evolves from these initial conditions dies
out very fast, typically lasting only for a few time units
(Fig. 12c). Depending on the parameters P and σ, the
final state is either in-phase synchronized (Fig. 12c), or
multicluster oscillation death (Fig. 12d). The transi-
tion between the amplitude chimera and zero-lag syn-
chronization for instantaneous coupling (τ = 0), P = 2
and σ = 14 occurs gradually, starting from t ≈ 20, where
the amplitude chimera collapses, forming a more com-
plicated coherent waveform that subsequently develops
into a complete zero-lag synchronization pattern around
t ≈ 50 (Fig. 13).
To gain insight into the influence of time delay on the
lifetime of multicluster amplitude chimera states we an-
alyze the map of regimes (Fig. 14a–c) and the corre-
sponding lifetimes (Fig. 14 d–f) of multicluster ampli-
tude chimeras in the (P, σ)-plane for different values of
time delay: τ = 0 (instantaneous coupling); τ = pi/4;
τ = pi. Note that including delay in the coupling re-
9FIG. 10: (Color online) Lifetime of amplitude chimeras ttr in dependence on time delay τ for four selected values of coupling
strength (σ = 4, 5, 6, 7) averaged over ten different initial conditions that favor amplitude chimeras. The number of nearest
neighbors: (a) P = 2; (b) P = 3; (c) P = 5. Other parameters: λ = 1, ω = 2, N = 100.
FIG. 11: (Color online) Space-time plots for a long-living “breathing” amplitude chimera. (a) yj = im(zj); (b) |zj |; (c)
θj = arg(zj); (d) Time-series of mean field parameters R
0 (solid, black), R1 (dashed, blue), R2 (dotted, red), R3 (dash-dotted,
magenta). Parameters: P = 12, σ = 13, τ = pi, λ = 1, ω = 2, N = 100.
sults in the appearance of stable multicluster amplitude
chimeras and related partially incoherent regimes (white
region) lasting longer than the simulation time. The
spatio-temporal dynamics of these partially incoherent
patterns becomes much richer than in the simple am-
plitude chimera case, and a few examples of dynamical
regimes are provided in Fig. 15. At the same time, the re-
gion of oscillation death changes non-monotonically with
the delay, expanding first, but then significantly shrink-
ing in the parameter interval shown, in favor of the syn-
chronized region.
C. Time-varying delayed coupling
Furthermore, we investigate the influence of time-
varying delay on the network dynamics. In particular, we
choose a periodic deterministic modulation of the time-
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FIG. 12: (Color online) Asymmetric initial condition (t ≤ 0):
(a) Snapshot of the variable yj = Im(zj), (b) phase portrait
in the complex z-plane. (c) Space-time plot of yj = Im(zj)
showing the collapse of initial asymmetric multicluster ampli-
tude chimera towards in-phase synchronized regime at t ≈ 20
for P = 2 and σ = 14. (d) Collapse into an asymmetric 3-
cluster oscillation death state for P = 20, σ = 12. Other
parameters: τ = 0, λ = 1, ω = 2, N = 100.
delay around a nominal (average) delay value τ0 in the
form of a sawtooth-wave modulation [50]:
τ(t) = τ0 + ε
[
2
(
$t
2pi
mod 1
)
− 1
]
, (11)
and also in the form of a square-wave modulation:
τ(t) = τ0 + ε sgn[sin($t)], (12)
where ε and $ are the amplitude and the angular fre-
quency of the corresponding delay modulations, respec-
tively. In particular, for a sawtooth-wave modulation of
the delay given by Eq. (11) we analyze the dynamical
states of the network (Fig. 16a–c) and the correspond-
ing lifetimes of partially incoherent states (Fig. 16d–f).
We compare the results for different modulation ampli-
tudes: ε = pi/2 (Fig. 16a,d); ε = 3pi/4 (Fig. 16b,e);
ε = pi (Fig. 16c,f). The nominal delay is set to τ0 = pi,
and the angular frequency of the modulation is fixed to
$ = 10. The initial conditions and the history function
are chosen the same as in the constant delay case (Fig.
1a,b). The related results for a square-wave modulation
of the delay (Eq. 12) are shown in Fig. 17. Note that the
sawtooth-wave modulation of the delay does not have a
significant influence on the various regimes if compared
to the constant delay case (Fig. 5). There is, however,
an occasional appearance of partially incoherent states
at small values of coupling strength σ and different val-
ues of the number of nearest neighbours P . They sur-
vive the simulation time, but the main region of ampli-
tude chimeras around σ = 13 and small P is mostly un-
changed with increasing modulation amplitude (Fig. 16).
The square-wave delay modulation is rather interesting,
since in this case by increasing the modulation ampli-
tude, the domains corresponding to partially incoherent
states become drastically reduced, almost disappearing
for larger values of modulation amplitude. The impact
of the modulation of the coupling delay on the network
dynamics in the square-wave case becomes more visible
in the parameter plane of the coupling range P and the
amplitude of delay modulation ε for constant coupling
strength σ = 15 (Fig. 18). One can clearly see that
increasing the modulation amplitude ε results in a se-
quence of appearance and disappearance of the amplitude
chimera regions. Such behavior is a characteristic feature
of systems under square-wave delay modulation, and it
has already been reported, for instance, in variable-delay
feedback control with respect to the sequence of stability
islands for successful fixed-point control [51].
D. Distributed-delay coupling
Finally, we consider distributed-delay coupling. It has
been shown that a time-varying delay system with a
high-frequency modulation of the delay time is effectively
equivalent to a distributed-delay system with a related
delay distribution in the interval of delay variation, and
this holds both analytically and numerically with respect
to the steady-state solutions of the dynamical equations
of the delayed system [50, 52]. With this in mind, to
check if this still holds for other dynamical states of the
network, we aim to investigate distributed-delay coupling
kernels which correspond to the ones for the time-varying
delayed coupling in the previous subsection in the high-
frequency limit of the delay modulation. Thus, we choose
a uniform distribution kernel:
G(t′) =

1
2ε
, t′ ∈ [τ0 − ε, τ0 + ε]
0, elsewhere
(13)
and a two-peak distribution kernel:
G(t′) =
δ(t′ − τ0 + ε) + δ(t′ − τ0 − ε)
2
(14)
where δ(·) denotes the Dirac delta function. In this case
τ0 is the mean time delay of each distribution, and ε
is the distribution width. They correspond to the av-
erage (nominal) delay value and the modulation ampli-
tude, respectively, in the time-varying delay coupling
case. The uniform distribution kernel corresponds to
the high-frequency limit of a sawtooth-wave modulation
of the coupling delay, and a two-peak distribution ker-
nel represents the high-frequency limit of a square-wave
modulation of the coupling delay. In the previous sub-
section, the delay modulation frequency was chosen as
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FIG. 13: (Color online) Space-time plots showing gradual collapse of an asymmetric multicluster amplitude chimera towards
a zero-lag synchronized state: (a) yj = Im(zj); (b) |zj |; (c) θj = arg(zj); (d) Time-series of mean field parameters R0 (solid,
black), R1 (dashed, blue), R2 (dotted, red), R3 (dash-dotted, magenta). Parameters: P = 2, σ = 14, τ = 0, λ = 1, ω = 2,
N = 100.
$ = 10 = 5$0, where $0 = 2pi/T = 2 is the in-
trinsic angular frequency of the uncoupled system. For
those parameter values, the time-varying delay systems
can be considered in the high-frequency limit, which is
confirmed by our simulations. The resulting diagrams
show that the network dynamics with distributed-delay
coupling indeed corresponds to the dynamics with time-
varying delay coupling with a high-frequency delay mod-
ulation. The resulting simulations show excellent match-
ing of the maps of dynamic regimes and chimera lifetimes
between the systems with distributed-delay coupling and
time-varying delay coupling. Since the dynamic regimes
include various synchronous and asynchronous solutions,
and combinations of both, we may conclude that approx-
imating the high-frequency time-varying delay system by
a distributed-delay system with a corresponding distribu-
tion kernel is quite general, extending well beyond steady
state solutions of the complex network dynamics.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have investigated a ring network
of Stuart-Landau oscillators coupled non-locally and
through the real part of the complex variable. While an-
alyzing various space-time patterns observed in this net-
work, special attention has been payed to the transition
from transient amplitude chimera states to phase-lag syn-
chronization (traveling waves) and higher-order coherent
structures. Since the Kuramoto order parameter cannot
be used as an indicator for such a transition, we have de-
veloped a measure which generalizes the global Kuramoto
mean-field order parameter and allows us to detect the
transition from partially incoherent states (e.g., ampli-
tude chimeras) to any type of coherent structures.
Further, we have systematically studied the impact of
time delay in the coupling on the dynamics of the sys-
tem, comparing the results for constant, distributed, and
time-varying delays with different modulation types. It
has been shown that time delay changes the structure of
dynamical regimes of the network in different parameter
planes. In particular, time delay induces novel long-living
patterns and significantly enhances the lifetime of tran-
sient states, specifically amplitude chimeras and related
partially incoherent states. Therefore, time delay can be
used to control the lifetime of chimera states. Addition-
ally, time delay allows us to construct a desired type of
amplitude chimera, for example, with a certain number of
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FIG. 14: (Color online) Map of dynamic regimes (a)–(c) and corresponding chimera lifetimes (d)–(f) for multicluster amplitude
chimeras in the plane of coupling range P and coupling strength σ for constant delay coupling. Time delay: (a), (d) τ = 0;
(b), (e) τ = pi/4; (c), (f) τ = pi. Color scale in (a)–(c): 3-OD: 3-cluster oscillation death; 4-OD: 4-cluster oscillation death;
n-OD: n-cluster oscillation death. SYNC: coherent states (in-phase synchronized oscillations, traveling waves, etc.). AC:
multicluster amplitude chimera and related partially incoherent states. Color code in lifetime diagrams (d)–(f) indicates the
time of transition from partially incoherent states (multicluster amplitude chimera) to coherent states. The white region denotes
amplitude chimeras and related partially incoherent states; the black region denotes stable steady states (oscillation death).
Other parameters: λ = 1, ω = 2, N = 100. Simulation time t = 5000.
clusters or asymmetric cluster configuration. By appro-
priately adjusting the modulation of the coupling delay
(e.g., square-wave modulation), or equivalently, changing
the type and the parameters of the distributed-delay ker-
nel (e.g., two-peak distribution kernel), one can as well
reduce the lifetime of amplitude chimeras. Therefore,
time delay in the coupling provides a powerful tool to
control chimera patterns and their lifetimes in networks
of coupled oscillators.
Another result that we found numerically is that at
high-frequency delay modulation, the system with time-
varying delay coupling is equivalent to distributed delay
coupling with related delay-distribution kernels.
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